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Ravenous | Hello, Helsinki
By MONIQUE TRUONG

Outside the Hakaniemen Kauppahalli marketplace in Helsinki. Damijan Saccio

Whole bass and whitefish on sale next to salmon heads and bones, used for making fish
stock.

The head of a hauki, a kind of pike.

The Finnish word for potato is “peruna,” an important word in the Finnish culinary lexicon,
second only to the word for salmon: “lohi.”

A selection of chewy, flavor-packed rye breads from Leipätori Terttu Fagerström.

Stacks of “savu lohi” (smoked salmon) and “loimu lohi” (blazed salmon) at Kalaliike Marja
Nätti.

With locations in both Wanha Kauppahalli and in Hakaniemen Kauppahalli, Soppakeittiö,

which literally means “soup kitchen,” offers three kinds of soup a day, like this light and hearty
lamb and cabbage soup.

Located in Wanha Kauppahalli, Vikström specializes in hams and sausages, but for a very
special price you can also take home this unfortunate bear from Lapland.

The exterior of Wanha Kauppahalli, or Old Market Hall, which opened in 1889.
Thanks to a visiting-writer invitation, I’m calling Helsinki home for the next three months. When I
arrived here in the beginning of April, the Baltic Sea, which surrounds the city on three sides, was
still frozen, and the falling snow made everything a blur except for the bright green and yellow trams
that diligently navigate the streets.
As someone who has proclaimed herself a “southern girl twice over” (a reference to my place of
birth, South Vietnam, and my first home in the United States, North Carolina), I found myself a very
long way from my known milieus.
It didn’t help that everyone I met during my first few days in Helsinki declared that spring has been
late this year. Evidence of that was everywhere; the urban signs of spring — containers full of
daffodils and grape hyacinths — sat snowcapped and frost bitten by the entrances of Helsinki’s
shops and restaurants. In the face of nature’s capriciousness, there’s a Finnish matter-of-factness
that can register as dolefulness or resignation to a newcomer’s ears.
I needed to ground myself in this city as soon as possible, before I went and did something rash like
change the date of my return flight. For me the quickest way to a city’s hidden heart has always
been through its rumbling stomach. In other words, I needed to visit the food markets of Helsinki. I
needed to know where my fellow city dwellers and I would gather and purchase the ingredients for
our next home-cooked meals. I would be able to tell myself, from their full baskets and carts, that I
was getting a glimpse into their lives, and even more important, an idea of what would comfort them
until spring finally arrived.
Along with chain supermarkets, the vast Stockmann department store food hall and a sprinkling of
high-end organic food shops, Helsinki is blessed with two sturdy, red brick market halls, the older of
the two dating back to 1889. (There’s actually a third, but it’s not being used as a food market.)

Wanha Kauppahalli, which means old marketplace, is the smaller of the two, with a more ornate
interior warmed by rows of burnished mahogany stalls and an exterior generously dabbed with
buttery yellow-painted details. It’s the one that most tourists visit because of its location in the center
of the city and right by the harbor where the ferries are docked.
Hakaniemen Kauppahalli, named for the traditionally working-class (though increasingly gentrified)
district in which it’s situated, is northeast of the city center, but it’s still just an easy 20-minute walk
away from its compatriot. Built in a later, boxier architectural style, it radiates a solid, almost
bureaucratic functionality, as if laws were being implemented somewhat cruelly inside. Through the
glass doors, instead, are two airy floors lined with purveyors of foodstuffs, from luscious smoked
salmon filet and whole whitefish, skin blistered and charred, to neat displays of asparagus and
strawberries coming from the more southern members of the European Union. Tucked among
these stalls are small informal cafes and eateries where you can warm yourself with a bowl of freshly
prepared soup with flavors so elemental and straightforward that they greet you like a firm
handshake. Or you can have a cup of coffee — the Finns consume more coffee per capita than any
other people in the world — with a karjalanpiirakka, an open-faced tartlet with a delicate rye crust
filled with a rice porridge that hovers delightfully between sweet and savory. Upstairs are sellers of
assorted household goods, fabrics, costume jewelry, natural cosmetics and yet more places to have
a quick bite to eat and drink.
Helsinki’s populace is remarkably multilingual. English flows easily (or so it seems) from the mouths
of everyone from college professors to the mom-and-pop merchants who make shopping at
Hakaniemen Kauppahalli such a pleasurable experience. The awkwardness of pointing, shrugging
and guessing is here alleviated by their enviable command of the only language in which I can claim
fluency. Better still, there doesn’t appear to be that grudging reluctance or judgmental disdain that’s
triggered when a local is forced to switch into the language of commerce with a decidedly nonlocal.
I was advised, for instance, in the politest of terms, that I should put back the paper bag full of
hothouse cherry tomatoes from Holland that I had handed to the vegetable seller to be weighed and
select the ones from Finland instead. Sweeter and the same price, the young man told me. Here
again was that Finnish of matter-of-factness, but this time I was starting to hear it differently. He
offered me a tomato so that I could taste and test his claim. I told him that there was no need and
that I believed him, because I did. As a merchant, he clearly had nothing to gain and only time to
lose by interceding in this way. We were clearly not engaging in the impersonal I’ll-never-see-youagain transaction of money for food. Here was opinion, here was advice, and here was a Helsinki
hello.

